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literay work which has been raised to obtain bachelor degree of a university, not 
there opinon or masterpieces which have been written or published by others, 
except those which the writing are referred in the manuscript and mentioned in 
literary review and bibliography. 
Hence, later, if it is proven that there are some untrue statements in this 
testimony; hence I will be fully responsible for that. 
 
 













Safety of your self is because of your patience 
(QS. Ar-Ra’d: 24) 
Only by remembering ALLAH SWT, our heart will be quiet 
(QS. Ar-Rad:28) 
When you want the best, there is no easy way to reach. So, do 
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SRI NINGSIH A 320 060 391. THE HUMANISTIC SIDE OF 
PROSTITUTION IN GARRY MARSHALL’S PRETTY WOMAN MOVIE : 
A SOCIOLOGICAL LITERARY CRITICISM. Research Paper. Teacher 
Training and Education Faculty. Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. 
2006. 
 The object of the study is Garry Marshallmovie, written by JF. Lawton. 
This study describes the companionship is more important than sexual 
satisfaction. Edward and Vivian enjoyed their companionship better than 
physically enjoyment. Marshall put the characters in such a setting that permits 
him to build an interesting plot. The structural elements of the movie are related 
to one another forming a unified whole. The objective of the study is to analyze 
the movie based on its structural elements and the sociological analysis. 
In analyzing Garry Marshall, the researcher uses sociological literary 
criticism approach. The data sources are primary and secondary data. The 
primary data source and the object of this study is the movie of Garry 
Marshallitself. Produced in 1990 by touchstone pictures and the secondary data 
are the other references related to the analysis such as the other biography and 
virtual references. The method of the data collection is literary research. The 
technique of data analysis is descriptive.  
The outcome of the study shows the following conclusion. First, literary 
works may reflect the social reality. Second, Garry Marshall wants to say that 
the companionship is more important than sexual satisfaction. Third, Garry 
Marshall wants to criticize some circles of society  
 
 
